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1. EDGE COMPUTING
data centers were moved to the cloud.

What is Edge Computing?
Edge

computing

distributed,

Now, as the load on the cloud has

is

a

open

IT

architecture. It features decentralized
power and enables mobile computing
and

IoT

computing,

technologies.
data

can

In

edge

either

be

processed at the device or at a local
computer or server rather than being
transmitted to a data center.

increased, it’s time to find a resort at the
‘edge’. As the count of intelligent
devices is on the rise, the need for data
to be processed close to its source is
building up.
Edge computing emerged as a means
to

enhance

efficiency

and

was

gradually accepted for security and
compliance reasons as well, although

Traditional cloud computing networks
are highly centralized, with data being

the security part is subjected to debates
and discussion.

gathered on the outermost edges and
transmitted back to the main servers for
processing. This architecture grew out
the fact that most of the devices
located near the edge lacked the
computational

power

and

storage

capacity to analyze or process the data

Image courtesy: Alibaba Cloud

they collected. Even as more devices

Edge

computing

became capable of connecting to

advantages

networks over cellular and Wi-Fi, their

cloud-based strategy. It analyses the

functionality was relatively limited by

data locally and thereby processes

their hardware capabilities.

much of it before it is sent to the cloud,

over

offers
the

certain

conventional

thus cutting down on backhaul traffic to

Why Edge Computing?
When on-premise data load
started to bother enterprises,

the

central

processing

unit

and

reducing latency. There are use-cases
where a delay of even milliseconds can
cause undesirable results in financial or
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manufacturing services. By minimizing
the distance data has to travel, the cost

BENEFITS

of running can also be reduced in most
cases. Besides bandwidth and privacy
concerns, this also has an impact on the
rise of edge computing.

Speed and Latency

Difference between Edge
Computing
and
Cloud
Computing

Security

vs
The main difference between cloud
computing and edge computing is
where the data is being processed. In
cloud computing, data is collected,
processed,

and

analyzed

at

a

Cost Savings

centralized location. On the other hand,
edge

computing

is

based

on

a

distributed computing environment, in
which data is collected, processed, and
analyzed locally. There is no need to
choose between cloud computing and

Scalability

edge computing for cloud solution, they
don't "compete" with each other, they
just complement each other and work
together

to

provide

a

better

performance on applications.
Reliability
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BENEFITS

2. Security

1. Speed and Latency

When all of your data must eventually

The longer it takes to process data, the
less relevant it is. In the case of the
autonomous vehicle, time is of the
essence and most of the data it collects
and requires is useless after a couple of
seconds. Milliseconds matter, especially
on a busy roadway. Milliseconds also
matter in the digital factory where
intelligence based systems perpetually
monitor

all

aspects

of

the

manufacturing process to ensure data
consistency. In many cases, there isn’t
time to round trip data back and forth
between the cloud. Situations such as
equipment

failures

and

hazardous

incidents call for the instantaneous
analysis of data. Confining data analysis
to the edge where it is created
eliminates latency, which translates into
faster response times. This makes your
data

more

actionable.

relevant,
Edge

useful

and

computing

also

reduces the overall traffic loads of your
enterprise at large, which improves
performance for all of your enterprise
applications and services.

feed to its cloud analyzer through a
single pipe, the critical business and
operating

processes

that

rely

on

actionable data are highly vulnerable.
As a result, a single DDoS attack can
disrupt

entire

multinational

operations

company.

for

When

a
you

distribute your data analysis tools across
the enterprises, you distribute the risk as
well. While it can be argued that edge
computing

expands

the

potential

attack surface for would-be hackers, it
also diminishes the impact on the
organization

as

a

whole.

Another

inherent truth is that when you transfer
less data, there is less data that can be
intercepted. The proliferation of mobile
computing has made enterprises much
more vulnerable because company
devices are now transported outside of
the protected firewall perimeter of the
enterprise. When data is analyzed
locally, it remains protected by the
security blanket of the on premise
enterprise. Edge computing also helps
companies overcome the issues of local
compliance and privacy regulations as
well as the issue of data sovereignty.
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4. Scalability

3. Cost Savings
Since all data is not the same and does
not contain the same value, how does
one justify spending the same amount
of money on all of it when it comes to
transporting, managing, and securing it?
While some data is critical to your
operations, some is nearly expendable.
Edge

computing

categorize

your

allows
data

you

to

from

a

management perspective. By retaining
as

much

data

within

your

edge

locations, you reduce the need for
costly bandwidth to connect all of your
locations, and bandwidth translates
directly into dollars. Edge computing
isn’t about eliminating the need for the
cloud, it is about optimizing the flow of
your data in order to maximize your

Although

the

idea

that

edge

computing offers an advantage of
scalability

may

seem

contrary

to

promoted theory, it actually makes
sense.

Even

architectures,
forwarded

to

for

cloud

data
a

computing

must

first

centrally

be

located

datacenter in most cases. Expanding or
even

just

modifying

dedicated

datacenters is an expensive proposition.
What’s more, IoT devices can be
deployed along with their processing
and data management tools at the
edge in a single implantation, rather
than waiting on the coordination of
efforts

from

personnel

located

at

multiple sites.

operating costs. Edge computing also

5. Reliability

helps to reduce some level of data

The world of IoT includes some pretty

redundancy. Data that is created at the

remote territories comprised of rural and

edge must be stored there at least

less

temporarily. When sent to the cloud, it

concerning internet connectivity. When

must be stored again, creating levels of

edge devices can locally store and

redundancy.
redundant

than

optimal

When

you

reduce

process

storage,

you

reduce

reliability. Prefabricated micro data

redundant cost.

ensuing

environments

data,

it

improves

centers are built today to operate within
just about any environment. This means
that

temporary

disruptions

in

intermittent connectivity will not impact
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smart device operations just because

there is a greater number of possible

they lost connection to the cloud. In

attack vectors for hackers to exploit.

addition, every site has some built-in

That’s why industry experts are already

limitation to the amount of data that

hard at work thinking about how to

can

time.

implement new approaches like zero

Although your bandwidth demands

trust security to ensure that the IoT

may not be tested as of yet, the

devices powering edge computing

exponential growth in generated data

framework aren’t being turned against

will push bandwidth infrastructure to the

users and organizations. With so much

limit in the future for many enterprises.

data being gathered, organizations

be

transmitted

at

one

can’t afford to tolerate the risk of a data

DRAWBACKS

breach. Fortunately, many of these

By far the greatest challenge
of edge computing is making
these

distributed

networks

secure. Although there are significant
security

advantages

to

an

edge

network, a poorly implemented system
could leave itself vulnerable. Edge
computing’s reliance upon smaller data
centers and IoT edge devices presents

security concerns can be alleviated by
edge data centers that demonstrate a
commitment

to

protecting

their

customers and their data. Compliance
standards such as ISO 27001 and
HIPAA/HITECH
center

ensure

provides

infrastructure

and

that
both

a

data

resilient

strong

brand

protection.

a different range of security concerns
than

traditional

cybersecurity

CURRENT STATE

approaches. Any company looking at

Tech

edge computing solutions needs to

conducted

take these threats seriously, especially if

several enterprises. As per
reports,

Pro

52%

Research
a
of

survey

had
of

they plan to rely more heavily upon IoT

their

respondents

edge devices. Since edge computing

confirmed that they are currently using

framework is more widely distributed

edge computing and 51% plan to

than a traditional server-based network,

employ edge computing within the
coming 12 months.
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As per reports from Gartner, 10% of

to provide flexible and reliable service

enterprises have already shut down

that will bolster their brand and keep

their traditional data center in 2018, and

their customers happy.

80% of them are predicted to follow by

Edge

2025.

As

per

computing

offers

several

reports

from

advantages over traditional forms of

the

edge

network architecture and will surely

computing market is expected to rise in

continue to play an important role for

worth to $6.72 bn in 2022 from $1.47 in

companies going forward. With more

2017. It is a known fact that Apple and

and more internet-connected devices

Google

hitting

MarketsandMarkets,

are

now

focussing

on

the

market,

innovative

transferring parts of AI processing to the

organizations have likely only scratched

user’s device instead of doing that in

the surface of what’s possible with edge

the cloud. A recent rumour making the

computing.

rounds also states that Amazon is
working on its own AI chip for Alexa.

REFERENCES & CREDITS
[1] A Beginner’s Guide to Edge Computing
[2] What Is Edge Computing?

FUTURE

[3] The Benefits and Potential of Edge

Shifting data processing to
the edge of the network

Computing
[4] Top 5 Benefits Of Edge Computing
[5] Icons Courtesy: Flat Icon

can help companies take
advantage of the growing number of
IoT edge devices, improve network
speeds,

and

enhance

customer

experiences. The scalable nature of
edge computing also makes it an ideal
solution

for

fast

growing,

agile

companies, especially if they’re already
making use of colocation data centers
and cloud infrastructure. By taking
advantage

of

edge

computing,

companies can optimize their networks
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2. OBJECTIVES
o To

perform

detailed

analysis

of

domain specific granted patents and
published

patent applications i.e.

patent literature that pertains to the
Edge Computing.
o In

depth

patents/applications

analysis
in

order

of
to

categorize them and to understand
focusing areas of the applicants.
o Graphical representation of trends
(Filing, Publication, etc.) from the
analysed and mined data.

3. SEARCH METHODOLOGY
We used renowned patent databases-Questel Orbit and Derwent Innovation
(DI)--as our data sources--and executed
search queries to retrieve a patent
literature dataset for the identification of
relevant patent literature. Keywords (in
Title, Abstract, Claims, and Full Text fields)
and International patent classification
(IPC and CPC) search was carried out to
get a dataset of relevant/related patents.
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4. SUMMARY
o This

report

explores

the

global

Key Report Findings

landscape of patents and/or patent
applications

pertaining

to

Edge

Computing.
Edge computing filings have
o A set of 624 patent families (expands

grown 50% each year, The year

individual

2018 has witnessed maximum

patents/applications) filed in the Edge

number of patent application

Computing domain were analyzed.

filings.

to

a

total

of

1151

o Patent publications have focus on
Edge Server/ Edge Node (272), Base
Station (194), End User Devices (36),

Intel is the top global innovator

GPRS/ 2G/ 3G/4G/ LTE(197), 5G (137),

in this domain with 31 patent

Wi-Fi (96), Bluetooth (65), ZigBee (42),

families.

LoRa (24), V2X (21), Sensors (157), Data
Processing (150), Security & Privacy
(133) Resource Allocation/Resource

China (374 patent applications)

Management (115), Edge calculation

is the larget filing destination.

(96), Power Saving (89), Task offloading
(63),

Handover

(47),

Anomaly

Detection (44), IoT Smart Environment
(151),

Location

Intelligent

Services

(109),

Transportation

(81),

Navigation (63), Energy Management
(28), Entertainment & Games (28),
Health Care (26), and Others (530).

Wen Hong, Sabella Dario, and
Guim Bernat Francesc with 9
patent

applications

emerges

out as the leading inventors in
Edge Computing Technology.
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5. NON-TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
5.1 PRIORITY, FILING, PUBLICATION YEAR BASED TREND ANALYSIS
[REPRESENTATIVE MEMBER PER INPADOC FAMILY]

Below graph represents priority year, application year, and publication year trends for
the patent applications pertaining to Edge Computing.

# Note: Attributed to non-published patent applications, there may be a higher count in the years 2016-2019.

o Priority year trend provides insights related to priority years of the patent
applications. Most patent applications claim priority from the years
2015-2018.
o Filing year trend provides insights into the number of applications filed
across the years. As depicted in the graph, there is a gradual rise in
patent application filing over the years, wherein maximum numbers of
patent applications were filed in the years 2015-2018.
o Publication year trend provides insights into the number of applications
published across the years. As indicated in the graph, there is a gradual
rise in publication over the years, wherein maximum numbers of patent
applications were published in the years 2016-2019.-2018
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5.2 ASSIGNEE BASED TREND ANALYSIS [REPRESENTATIVE MEMBER PER FAMILY]
The below graph represents major assignees in the domain.

# Note: Attributed to non-published patent applications, there may be a higher count in the years 2015-2018.

o As evident from the chart herein above, “Intel” (31 patent families),
“Nokia” (27 patent families), “Huawei” (24 patent families)” and “NEC”
(21 patent families) are key applicants/assignees with significant filing
activity worldwide.
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5.3 KEY INVENTORS
The below graph names the inventors with most number of innovations on their name.

# Note: Attributed to non-published patent applications, there may be a higher count in the years 2015-2018.

o The chart demonstrates top inventors, wherein ‘Wen Hong’ and
‘Sabella Dario’, ‘Guim Bernat Francesc’emerges out as the leading
inventors in Edge Computing Technology followed by Iwai Takanori,
Yu Zhilou, Smith Ned M, Lu Wei, and Chen Qianbin.
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5.4 GEOGRAPHY BASED TREND ANALYSIS
5.4.1 GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF PATENT APPLICATION FILINGS

2
SE

1
CA

KR 17

5 2
GB DE

115
US

6
IN

WO 54

374
CN

7
TW

29
JP

1
AU

EP 09

© 2019 Mapbox © OpenStreetMap

# Note: Attributed to non-published patent applications, there may be a higher count in the years 2015-2018.

o Trend related to geographical filing demonstrates that the maximum
number of filings were originated from China (CN) followed by USA (US)
and Japan (JP) jurisdictions.
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5.5 INTERNATIONAL PATENT CLASSIFICATION BASED TREND
The below packed bubbles represents frequently assigned international patent classes.

o Majority of patent applications were assigned with IPC “H04W”
followed by “H04L”.
IPC DEFINITIONS
IPC

Definition

H04w

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

H04L

TRANSMISSION
OF
DIGITAL
INFORMATION,
COMMUNICATION
ELECTRIC DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING

G06F

e.g.

TELEGRAPHIC
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5.6 INTERNATIONAL PATENT SUB-CLASSIFICATION BASED TREND
The below graph represents sub-classes pertaining to one of the top/main patent
classes.

IPC DEFINITIONS:
IPC Subclass

Definition

H04W

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

H04W-004/00

Services specially adapted for wireless communication networks; Facilities
therefor

H04W-004/02

Services making use of location information

H04W-024/00

Supervisory, monitoring or testing arrangements

H04W-024/02

Arrangements for optimising operational condition

H04W-028/00

Network traffic or resource management

H04W-028/02

Traffic management, e.g. flow control or congestion control

H04W-036/00

Handoff or reselecting arrangements

H04W-072/00

Local resource management, e.g. selection or allocation of wireless
resources or wireless traffic scheduling
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H04W-072/04

Wireless resource allocation

H04L

TRANSMISSION

OF

DIGITAL

INFORMATION,

e.g.

TELEGRAPHIC

COMMUNICATION
H04L-012/00

Data switching networks (interconnection of, or transfer of information or
other signals between, memories, input/output devices or central
processing units G06F 13/00)

H04L-012/24

Arrangements for maintenance or administration

H04L-012/26

Monitoring arrangements; Testing arrangements

H04L-012/66

Arrangements for connecting between networks having differing types of
switching systems, e.g. gateways

H04l-029/00

Arrangements, apparatus, circuits or systems, not covered by a single one
of groups H04L 1/00-H04L 27/00

H04L-029/06

characterised by a protocol

H04L-029/08

Transmission control procedure, e.g. data link level control procedure

G06F

ELECTRIC DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING

G06F-009/00

Arrangements for program control, e.g. control units (program control for
peripheral devices G06F 13/10)

G06F-009/48

Program initiating; Program switching, e.g. by interrupt

G06F-009/50

Allocation of resources, e.g. of the central processing unit [CPU]

G06F-009/445

Program loading or initiating (bootstrapping G06F 9/4401; security
arrangements for program loading or initiating G06F 21/57)

G06F-009/455

Emulation; Interpretation; Software simulation, e.g. virtualisation or
emulation of application or operating system execution engines

G06f-017/00

Digital computing or data processing equipment or methods, specially
adapted for specific functions (information retrieval, database structures or
file system structures therefor G06F 16/00)

G06F-017/30

Information retrieval; Database structures therefor; File system structures
therefor;
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6. TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
6.1 TAXONOMY DEVELOPED FOR BUCKETING OF RELEVANT PATENT DOCUMENTS
A set of 624 patent families were analyzed in depth to identify the focus areas of the
patents related to Edge Computing.
Edge Server/Edge Node

Components

Base Station
End User Devices

Others
GPRS/2G/3G/4G/LTE
5G
Wi-Fi
Bluetooth

Edge Computing

Technology

ZigBee
LoRa
V2X
Others
IoT Smart Environment
Location Services
Intelligent Transportation
Navigation

Applications

Energy Management
Entertainment & Games
Health Care
Others
Sensors
Data Processing
Security & Privacy
Resource Allocation/
Management

Miscellaneous

Edge calculation
Power Saving
Task offloading
Handover
Anomaly Detection
Others
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6.2 DISTRIBUTION OF PATENTS/APPLICATIONS PERTAINING TO EDGE COMPUTING
This category deals with patents/applications pertaining to dissection of Edge
Computing technology. Below representation shows the dissection in terms of Edge
Computing components, Technology, Applications, and Miscellaneous.

o As

evident

from

the

tree

map,

maximum

number

of

patents/applications are falling under Technology (22%) followed by
Applications (20%), and Edge computing Components (19%).
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6.2.1 BIFURCATION OF PATENTS/APPLICATIONS PERTAINING TO ‘COMPONENTS’
This category deals with patents/applications pertaining to components being
incorporated in the Edge Computing. Below representation shows sub-categories,
such as, Edge Server/ Edge Node, Base Station, End User Devices, and others.

o As evident from the chart, maximum number of patents/applications
are falling under Edge Server/ Edge Node (48%) followed by Base
Station (34%), and End User Devices (6%).
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6.2.2 BIFURCATION OF PATENTS/APPLICATIONS PERTAINING TO ‘TECHNOLOGY’
This category deals with patents/applications pertaining to Technology being
incorporated in Edge Computing Technology. Below representation shows subcategories such as GPRS/ 2G/3G/4g/LTE, 5G, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee, LoRa, V2X, and
others.

o As evident from the chart, maximum number of patents/applications
are falling under GPRS/ 2G/ 3G/4G/LTE (31%) followed by 5G (21%), and
Wi-Fi (15%).
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6.2.3 BIFURCATION OF PATENTS/APPLICATIONS PERTAINING TO ‘APPLICATIONS’
This category deals with patents/applications pertaining to applications based on
Edge Computing Technology. Below representation shows sub-categories such as
Location Services and Navigation, IoT Smart Environment, Intelligent Transportation,
Energy Management, Entertainment and Games, Health Care, and others.

o As evident from the chart, maximum number of patents/applications
are falling under Location Services and Navigation (29%) followed by
IoT Smart Environment (26%), and Intelligent Transportation (14%).
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6.2.4 BIFURCATION OF PATENTS/APPLICATIONS PERTAINING TO ‘MISCELLANEOUS’

o As evident from the chart, maximum number of patents/applications
are falling Sensors (13%), Data Processing (13%) followed by Security
and Privacy (11%), and Resource Allocation/ Management (10%).
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7. CONCLUSION
o The report explores the patent landscape of innovations relating to edge
computing technology.
o A set of 624 patent families (that bifurcates to a total of 1151 individual
patents/applications) filed in the Edge Computing domain were analyzed.
o As inferred from the analyzed dataset, there is a rise in patent filing activities in Edge
Computing domain. The year 2018 has witnessed maximum number of patent
application filings.
o The technology is dominated by Chinese applicants, making up more than 50% of
the total families captured within the report. China (374 patent applications)
registers itself as the country with most numbers of innovation followed by USA (115
patent applications).
o Globally, the top players within this technology are Intel with 31 patent families,
followed by Nokia (27 patent families). Other applicants that have significant
numbers of patent application are Huawei, NEC, ZTE, Jinan Inspur High & New
Technology, and Qualcomm.
o From of analyzed dataset, Inventors Wen Hong, Sabella, and Guim Bernat Francesc
are the leading innovators in Edge Computing domain. Iwai Takanori, Yu Zhilou,
Smith Ned M, Lu Wei, and Chen Qianbin also have significant contributions.
o Patent publications particularly have focus on Edge Server/ Edge Node (272), Base
Station (194), End User Devices (36), GPRS/ 2G/ 3G/4G/ LTE(197), 5G (137), Wi-Fi (96),
Bluetooth (65), ZigBee (42), LoRa (24), V2X (21), Sensors (157), Data Processing (150),
Security & Privacy (133) Resource Allocation/Resource Management (115), Edge
calculation (96), Power Saving (89), Task offloading (63), Handover (47), Anomaly
Detection (44), IoT Smart Environment (151), Location Services (109), Intelligent
Transportation (81), Navigation (63), Energy Management (28), Entertainment &
Games (28), Health Care (26), and Others (530).
o Based on the available patent data, significant growth and further IP certainty in
edge computing technology is expected in the coming years. Further monitoring
of the patent landscape will allow the field to be fully appreciated.
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DISCLAIMER
IIPRD has prepared this sample report, wherein content of the report is based on
internal evaluation of Patent Literature (Patents or Patent Applications) as retrieved
from Patent Databases that are believed to be reliable by IIPRD. Being a sample report,
complete list of patent documents retrieved/analyzed is not disclosed herein; however,
it can be made available on request, subject to IIPRD terms and conditions though.
IIPRD disclaims all warranties as to the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of the
report. For preparing the report, patent literature searches (based on the keywords,
IPC/CPC, etc.) were conducted and a dataset was retrieved, the dataset was then
analyzed. The searching and analysis is subject to individual/researcher’s discretion,
neither IIPRD nor its affiliates, any of its proprietors, and employees (together,
"personnel") are responsible for the authenticity of the data. The purpose of this report
is not to formulate any sort of legal advice.
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